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Funds Transfer Pricing

You get what you pay for...
so ensure that you pay for what you want!

Funds Transfer Pricing as one of
the Treasurer’s key tools

Most banks’ Treasury functions use a funds transfer pricing (FTP)
mechanism as a key tool for steering the balance sheet by rewarding
deposit-raising businesses for the funding that they raise and charging the
lending businesses for the funding that they consume. FTP, and the design
choices embedded within the FTP framework, can therefore have a massive
impact upon a bank’s balance sheet composition and P&L.

These FTP frameworks vary in many respects, with some, for example, incorporating liquid asset buffer costs while
others incorporate elements of interest rate risk. The one constant is that they all aim to reflect the term value of the
funding that businesses raise or consume. At their heart, therefore, all FTP frameworks contain the key components
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Key components of a bank’s FTP process
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However, just as a well-designed FTP
framework can be a powerful tool in
enabling a bank to pursue its strategic
objectives, a poorly implemented FTP
framework can lead to long-term
damage to a bank’s balance sheet
and profitability. For many banks, the
internal symptom of poor or inconsistent
FTP design choices is a loss-making
Treasury P&L – often leading to a
crude reallocation of P&L back to the
businesses at the end of the financial
year. Such tactical reallocations
rarely reinforce the strategic signal

that Treasury wishes to send to the
businesses; instead, they more often
result in businesses discrediting the FTP
framework.
More of a concern than Treasury’s
internal loss, though, is that this internal
loss is often an indication that the bank
is failing to meet its strategic balance
sheet management objectives. For
instance, business lines are often able
to generate their own P&L at Treasury’s
expense, for example by paying above
market rates for deposits, the cost of

which is handsomely covered by the
FTP income that they receive. This
“arbitraging” of the Treasury P&L on
deposits is frequently made possible
by businesses successfully arguing that
while the maturity of their deposits
should be considered as benefiting from
sticky customer behaviour, their loans
are merely contractual and should be
transfer priced as such.

For many banks, the internal symptom of
poor or inconsistent FTP design choices
is a loss-making Treasury P&L
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Ensuring that FTP supports
your strategic objectives
To take full control of the FTP process – and hence the incentives
that it creates within the businesses – the Treasury function therefore
needs to ensure that it:
1. clearly articulates the strategic
objective that it intends the FTP
framework support
2. reinforces this objective through the
design choices made in three key areas:
a. maturity profiles
b. FTP curves
c. balances.
1. Clear statement of strategic objective
Alongside objectives in areas such
as capital and liquidity management,
Treasury functions typically have a
strategic balance sheet role along the
lines of “Balance Sheet Optimisation”
or “Balance Sheet Management”. In
performing this strategic balance sheet
role, Treasury typically aims to achieve
the following objectives, which it has the
ability to reinforce through incentives
created by the FTP framework:

Objective 1: Minimising the bank’s
funding spread risk.
Funding spread risk arises when a bank
needs to increase the pricing of its
liabilities to retain them, but is unable
to reprice the assets as quickly, and
therefore suffers a reduction in its net
interest margin. Funding spread risk is
therefore closely related to the price
elasticity of a bank’s products and
customers, combined with the bank’s
ability to re-price its products.

of intermediating between savers and
borrowers). However, banks often seeks
to mitigate this contractual gap risk with
deposits that are behaviourally sticky,
either in the form of behaviourally
stable instant access deposit products,
or term products that the customer
typically rolls over at maturity. If, even
after accounting for customer behaviour,
a bank’s assets are still longer maturity
than its liabilities, then it is exposed to
structural balance sheet gap risk.

Objective 2: Minimising the bank’s
structural (ie behavioural) balance
sheet gap risk.
Contractually, most banks are exposed
to significant gap risk, providing longterm lending which is funded, at
least in part, by short-term or instant
access deposits (the natural result of
performing a socially useful function

Crucially, however, the FTP framework
cannot reinforce both of these
objectives simultaneously. For
example, deposits that are considered
behaviourally sticky – and therefore
minimise the bank’s behavioural gap
risk (objective 2) – may only be sticky
provided the bank continues to pay
the customer a price for their cash that
they consider fair. Therefore, since the
bank may need to adjust its product
pricing on a regular basis to retain the
cash, such a deposit may exacerbate the
bank’s funding spread risk (objective 1).

Crucially, the bank’s FTP framework
cannot reinforce both objectives
(ie minimising the bank’s funding spread
risk and minimising the bank’s structural
balance sheet gap risk) simultaneously
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Deciding which of these two objectives
to reinforce with the FTP framework is
important because the businesses will
build their product pricing and their
business models based at least in part
upon the transfer pricing incentives. In
other words, you will get what you pay
for through the FTP P&L, so be sure that
you are paying for what you want.

(Of course, whichever objective you
choose not to reinforce through the FTP
framework will need to be managed
in some other way, typically through a
more conventional approach such as a
limit framework.)
2. Reinforcing the chosen strategic
objective through FTP design choices

horizon (ie behavioural life type 1) makes
sense. This choice rewards deposit-raising
businesses according to the horizon over
which they lock in the funding spread,
and therefore stabilise the bank’s net
interest margin. Importantly, this is the
only approach that incentivises businesses
to raise retail deposits more cheaply than
wholesale funding of an equivalent term.

a. Behavioural maturity profiles
In general, there are four types of
behavioural maturity profile that are used
by banks within their FTP frameworks
(see Box 1 on the following page). If the
bank chooses to use its FTP framework to
minimise funding spread risk (ie objective
1), then using the funding spread reset

If, on the other hand, the bank chooses
to use its FTP framework to minimise its
structural gap risk, then behavioural life
types 2, 3 and 4 will be better suited.
The choice of which type of behavioural
life is used will depend upon how the
bank chooses to define the structural gap
position that it is seeking to minimise.

If the bank chooses to use its FTP
framework to minimise structural gap
risk, it should be aware of the product
pricing incentives that this may create

If the bank chooses to reinforce this
objective with its FTP framework,
it should be aware of the product
pricing incentives that this may create.
In particular, this may incentivise
businesses to pay above market rates
for retail deposits in order to profit from
the FTP account. For instance, consider a
bank that incorporates roll-over effects
into its behavioural profiles (ie type 3
or 4 behavioural life) so that six-month
term deposits (which may trade at 50
basis points, in line with six-month
wholesale funding) are modelled as
having a two-year behavioural life. The
deposit-raising business can then pay
60 basis points (bps) for term deposits –
10 bps above market rates - and profit
substantially by being paid a two-year
rate through the FTP process. Effectively,
Treasury has paid the business to replace
cheap wholesale funding with expensive
retail funding.
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Box 1: The four types of behavioural life
Figure 2 below illustrates the four main types of behavioural life.
Figure 2: Illustrative types of behavioural profile
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Type 1 behavioural life:
Funding spread reset horizon
Our fictional customer, Anne,
starts by depositing her cash in
Balances
a savings account. Because Anne
is financially sophisticated and
because the deposit is a material
fraction
of her overall savings, she
Behavioural
regularly
reviews whether she is
profiles
receiving a competitive rate for
her cash. After six months, Anne
reviews her account and sees
FTPbank’s
curves
that the
main competitor has increased its own deposit
pricing. She considers moving
her cash to the competitor. The
bank therefore increases the rate
paid on the product to retain such
customers, and as a result, Anne
leaves her balance with the bank.
This product, when marketed to
this type of customer, therefore has
a six-month funding reset horizon.
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Type 2 behavioural life:
Funding term of the facility
Following the product repricing, Anne
leaves her cash in the same facility for
another six months. In this case, the
funding term of the facility is therefore
one year. Through adopting this pricing
FTP
policy, the bank successfully generated
process /
behaviourally stable funding, reducing
system
structural gap risk, but has done so
by paying for this stickiness, thereby
incurring funding spread risk (ie net
interest margin volatility).

Type 4 behavioural life:
Funding term of the relationship
(customer-level)
Overall, the funding term of the
relationship, measured at the
customer level, is three years. To
measure the customer-level funding
term of the relationship is often
challenging given FTP
the difficulty
chargesof/
constructing a single
customer
benefits view
across different product platforms.
Of all of these four types of
behavioural life, types 2, 3 and 4
depend heavily on the bank’s product
pricing policy. That is, the more
competitively the bank prices its
products, the longer the behavioural
maturity. Only type 1 – the funding
spread reset horizon – sends a signal
to the businesses that is “unpolluted”
by their product pricing.

Type 3 behavioural life: Funding term
of the relationship (product-level)
After holding her cash in the savings
account for a total of one year, Anne
then withdraws her cash and deposits
it in a one-year savings bond. When the
bond matures, she then reinvests her
cash in a second one-year bond. When
this second bond matures, Anne takes
t
emen
engag
r
e
her cash and ends her relationship
with
ld
ho
Stake
the bank. In this instance, the funding
term of the relationship for this product
is two years.

Figure 3 below shows the typical behavioural lives observed by product, for behavioural life types 1, 2 and 3.
Figure 3: Typical behavioural lives by product type
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Box 2: Application to trading books
The association of behavioural profiles to trading book positions is less clear cut because they do not generate net
interest margin, and because there is a less clear connection between the bank’s relationships with its clients and
the predictability of the funding requirement. To bring some clarity to the treatment of trading books, it can help to
distinguish between the three key product groups, as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Trading book considerations by product group
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FTP Objective 1:
Minimising funding spread risk

FTP Objective 2:
Minimising structural gap risk

Spot inventory (eg equities,
bonds, exchange-traded
derivatives)

• the objective of matching the
funding spread reset horizons of
assets and liabilities points towards
using a fairly short measure of
behavioural life that reflects the
typical holding period for an
individual instrument in your
inventory
• for liquid positions, this could be
somewhere between a few days
and a few weeks.

• this objective of matching the
behavioural funding profile
(incorporating renewal) of assets
with that of liabilities points
towards a longer measure of
behavioural life consistent with
the bank’s strategic planning
horizon (eg three years)
• also relevant is the concept of the
“franchise horizon,” over which
the bank’s clients expect it to be
able to provide them with services
in order for them to consider the
bank a credible partner (ie for the
bank to have a franchise, not just
a set of positions).

Non-exchange-traded
derivatives

• funding is required through to the
contractual maturity of the trade
• the profile of that funding
requirement may be derived from
the same underlying forward
market to market profiles that are
used as a building block for
generating counterparty credit
exposure profiles.

• although the client may roll over
the derivative at expiry (ie
enter into a new derivative at the
maturity of the original derivative),
the derivative will be initially at
zero MtM, with equal risk of
evolving into negative territory
as into positive
• the funding horizon under FTP
objective 2 is therefore the same
as under objective 1.
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b. FTP curves
Having chosen an objective to
reinforce, and a corresponding
approach to measuring behavioural
maturity, it is important to design the
FTP curves in such a way that Treasury
has available sufficient levers to steer
the balance sheet to meet its
strategic objectives. In practice, this
means making conscious design
choices in two areas:

• distinct pricing between assets
and liabilities: Maintaining distinct
FTP curves for assets and liabilities
enables the bank to charge a spread
between the two sides of the balance
sheet. While this brings the additional
burden of maintaining twice as many
pricing curves, it enables more surgical
steering of the balance sheet. For
example, if the bank has an oversupply
of liabilities, resulting in excess cash,
it may wish to pay less for deposits
in order to reduce the overhang.
By having distinct asset and liability
curves, it can reduce the price paid

It is important to design the FTP curves in
such a way that Treasury has available
sufficient levers to steer the balance sheet
to meet its strategic objectives

for deposits without simultaneously
making assets cheaper. This spread
also makes it easier for the bank to
target zero Treasury P&L, which is
often one of Treasury’s aims (albeit
that in many cases this is an
unwritten aim)
Of course, the option of distinguishing
between assets and liabilities within
transfer pricing is only feasible if
Treasury receives asset and liability
balances gross – ie without any netting
across the balance sheet. Those banks
that incorporate components such as
liquid asset buffer costs, interest rate
risk and deposit insurance costs into a
single FTP curve are likely to maintain
separate FTP curves at the product
level, ensuring that balances are received
on a gross basis. However, those banks
that transfer price these other items
separately may be more prone to
receiving netted balances, preventing a
distinction being made in the transfer
pricing of assets and liabilities
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• treatment of legal entities: Funds
transfer pricing, with its associated
behavioural assumptions, typically
operates within legal entities, not
between legal entities. This reflects
the fact that entities are funded
using actual equity and debt, whose
contractual costs can be readily
observed. This application of FTP
within, but not between, legal entities
means that distinct FTP curves are
generally required for each legal
entity. Similar to the distinction
between assets and liabilities, while
this creates an additional maintenance
burden, it also enables more surgical
steering of the balance sheet.
Fundamentally, Treasury is in the
business of managing legal entity
balance sheets, and therefore benefits
from the ability to steer each balance
sheet individually

c. Balances
The final big piece of the jigsaw revolves
around the choice of balances that
are fed into the FTP system. While
banks’ FTP frameworks are, naturally,
built around transfer pricing customer
balances, there are typically many
other material items on the balance
sheet that consume or generate
funding. Many banks, for instance,
have significant goodwill, built up from
historic acquisitions, that requires
funding. Others may have large fixed
assets in the form of office buildings
and branches, for example. If Treasury
is seeking to incentivise efficient use of
funding in all decisions, transfer pricing
the funding costs of these other material
items on the balance sheet is key

To incentivise efficient use of funding in
all decisions, transfer pricing the funding
costs of all material items on the
balance sheet is key
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The initial challenge to transfer pricing
these items is often the fragmented
flow of data into the FTP process, built
up organically over many years. To have
full credibility with the business lines,
the FTP balances should reconcile to the
balance sheet. This does not necessarily
mean that all items on the balance sheet
should be subject to FTP; rather that
all types of asset or liability should be
subject to a policy on whether they are
in or out of scope of FTP, and that those
balances that are in-scope should be
demonstrably complete, accurate
and timely.

Next steps
FTP can be a crucial tool for managing a bank’s profitability and balance
sheet stability. To ensure that the FTP framework has the desired effects,
the bank should:
1. 	review its FTP framework to ensure that its aim is clear, and validate
whether the design of the framework reinforces this aim. This review
could be performed against the components described above
2. 	discuss with senior management the findings of the review and the
work planned to address any shortcomings identified. This step is
key for ensuring that there is support from the top of the firm for
making changes that may have a material impact on attribution of
profit to business lines
3. 	prioritise and execute work to address the shortcomings based
pragmatically on the areas where senior management specifically
wishes to focus.

Baringa Risk and
Compliance Team
Baringa Partners’ Risk and
Compliance team specialises
in helping firms understand
and respond to the strategic,
financial and operational
implications of new
regulation and to enhance
risk management. A trusted
advisor to risk, compliance
and treasury leaders, Baringa
Partners’ capabilities and
credentials span banking,
insurance, asset management,
capital markets, commodities
wholesale energy.
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For more information please contact:
James Belmont, Director, Risk Advisory
james.belmont@baringa.com
+44 (0)7765 823 280

About Baringa Partners
Baringa Partners LLP is an award-winning management consultancy specialising in: energy;
financial services; telecoms and media, in the UK and continental Europe. It partners with
blue chip companies when they are developing and delivering key elements of their
business strategy. Baringa works with organisations either to implement new or optimise
existing business capabilities relating to their people, processes and technology.
Baringa is recognised both in the UK and internationally for its unique culture, which has been
acknowledged by a number of awards and accolades and continues to reaffirm Baringa’s status
as a leading people-centred organisation.
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